ST FRANCIS XAVIER OVERVIEW BOYS

UNISEX SPORTS UNIFORM
(Worn only on class timetabled PE/Sport Days - at least 2 days per week)

- BUCKET HAT with SFX LOGO
- OR SLOUCH HAT with SFX LOGO
- SHORT SLEEVE POLO with SFX LOGO
- OR BLACK COOLFIT SPORTS SHORTS
- BOMBER JACKET with SFX LOGO
- OR POLAR FLEECE JACKET with SFX LOGO
- RUNNERS, WHITE SOCKS
- (OPTIONAL SFX SPORTS SOCKS AVAILABLE)

SUMMER UNIFORM

- BUCKET HAT with SFX LOGO
- OR SLOUCH HAT with SFX LOGO
- SHORT SLEEVE POLO with SFX LOGO
- OR POLAR FLEECE VEST with SFX LOGO
- OR POLAR FLEECE JACKET with SFX LOGO
- BOTTLE ZIP LEG TRACK PANTS
- OR BOTTLE DOUBLE KNEE TRACK PANTS

WINTER UNIFORM

- SHORT SLEEVE POLO with SFX LOGO
- OR LONG SLEEVE POLO with SFX LOGO
- BOMBER JACKET with SFX LOGO
- OR POLAR FLEECE VEST with SFX LOGO
- OR POLAR FLEECE JACKET with SFX LOGO
- BLACK LEATHER SHOES, GREY ANKLE SOCKS

SCHOOL BAG
- with SFX LOGO

BOYS DARK GREY SCHOOL TROUSERS
- OR BOYS DARK GREY SCHOOL SHORTS

OPTIONAL:
- WET WEATHER JACKET with SFX LOGO

AVAILABLE AT SURREY CLOTHING
surreyonline.com.au